
Empow’Her
Fellowship

Recognize and connect women social
entrepreneurs around the globe, who are

on a mission to change the world!



WHAT
An international community of WOMEN SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS

based on the pillars of:

Sisterhood Transformation Engagement
Mutual aid, kindness,
networking. The fellows
give shape to this founding
value. Intersectional
feminism and eco-feminism
are the keys to this
incredible adventure.

Our movement's ambition is
to connect social
entrepreneurs committed to
a fairer, more sustainable
world. Engagement to the
community and to social and
environnemental issues are
key ! 

Our future will be
sustainable or it won't be.
To achieve this, we embody
the notion of innovation and
transformation through
ambitious projects, in order
to write a new collective
history.



6 months
in your first 

Your entrepreneurial life

all along your Fellowship’s journey 

a detailed diagnosis
of your project ;
a full access to
Empow’Her’s
“Theory of Change”
analysis to guide
your impact ;
a 6-months of 1:1
coaching.

ic

an access to our experts’ database, to help you tackle your daily struggles
(4 hours free of charge, through the Fellowship selection !) ;
the possibility to host and participate in webinars, co-development
sessions, task forces (and more !), for you and your team ;
a guided space to create virtuous alliances with social entrepreneurs
around the globe ;
a privileged introduction to Empow'her's international network, partners
and events ;
and more to come soon... (funding capabilities, negotiated services, etc.)

You become
a fellow, 
you get... 

Concretely...



WHO is an Empow’Her fellow?

Has a leadership posture that
allows her to build relationships

with team members,partners and
to motivate people towards a

common goal

Takes action for a
social cause that she
defends in different

social spaces and
settings

Is purpose-driven to
make decisions that

show her convictions,
led by the change she

wants to achieve 



Impactful 
The project succeeds in constantly

providing solutions that have a
positive impact on her target and
in measuring the impact it creates

HOW is her project?
Innovative

The solution that she presents,
offers another vision of the

problem she addresses, and her
project is built through fresh

propositions at different levels
(organizational, economical…)

At scale-up stage
The solution she deploys has

already shown some proofs of
efficiency and the fellow is working
on expanding her project (in term of
revenues, impact, geography and/or

targets)



HOW to join the community?

Test your
eligibility 

Fill the
application form

Here’s the link (it is
the same for the
application form)

Enjoy to reflect on
your Theory of

Change! 

They are held 3
times a year !

Next onboarding dates:
December 2023

January 2024

Participate at a
selection

committee

Integrate the
Empow’Her
Fellowship !

*The Empow’her Fellowship is currently open to women who speak English fluently 


